Spring Seasonal Brews
#1 Ayinger Celebrator ● 6.7% ABV ● Doppelbock
A beer that has a dominant malty taste. This beer’s origins in a monk’s recipe are reflected in its
heartiness. The Pope of Beers, Conrad Seidl, describes it as: “Almost black with a very slight red
tone, a sensational, festive foam and truly extraordinary fragrance that at first summons up visions of
greaves lard. The first taste is of mild fullness with an accompanying coffee tone, which becomes
more dominant with the aftertaste. There is very little of the sweetness that is frequently to be tasted
with doppelbock beer.” 12oz $7.5

#2 Ommegang Pale Sour ● 6.9% ABV ● Sour Ale
A beautifully clean and balanced sour beer that drinks like a fine white wine. Pale Sour pours a
bright golden hue with a brilliant white head. The flavor is an elegant interplay of subtle sweet malt,
and clean lactic sour 12oz $7.5

#3 River Horse Mocha Lisa ● 9% ABV ● Imperial Porter
Brewed with oats, lactose, vanilla, and cocoa, then aged on Ugandan coffee beans 16oz can $8.5
#4 Hitachino Nest Red Rice ● 7% ABV ● Specialty Grain Ale
This Red Rice Ale was brewed with special red rice which had been cultured in ancient times in
Japan. Please enjoy the complex taste and beautiful natural color. The ale has complex Sake like
flavours with a hint of strawberry in the nose and palate 12oz $10.5

#5 Allagash Sun Drift ● 6.7% ABV ● Wild Fruit Ale
Brewed with lemon zest for a slightly tart profile. Fermented with Brettanomyces yeast and blended with
hot steeped black tea from Little Red Cup. The result envokes the refreshing combination of lemonade
and tea, all cruising on a layer of fruit-filled aromatics 12oz $8.5
#6 Rothaus Pils ● 5.1% ABV ● German Pilsner
Using the best aroma hops from Tettnang and the Hallertau, domesting malt from the summer
barley and pure spring water from the high Black Forest give this Pilsner its unique
spiciness and fresh taste 12oz $6.5
#7 Konig Ludwig ● 5.5% ABV ● Hefeweizen
This is Royal Barvarian Hefeweizen. Why are the Bavarian Royal Family and King Ludwig so
important to brewing history? The Bavarian Royal Family had sole rights to brewing Hefe-Weizen
on Bavaria for over 200 years. No wonder we are the leading experts on wheat beers!12oz $6.5

#8 Ballast Point Lager ● 4.2% ABV ● Lager
An all 2-row malt grain bill is brewed to reduce gluten and is cold fermented to produce a clean, low
calorie lager that finishes dry and effervescent Draft $6.0

Spring Hop Brews
# 1 Captain Lawrence Rotational Can ● New England IPA
Tears of Green, Powder Dreams and Orbital Tilt. We’ll be rotating between the three releases
16oz can $8.5

#2 Dogfish Head Perfect Disguise ● 8% ABV ● DIPA
On the surface, The Perfect Disguise looks like a straightforward Kölsch with a crisp Kölsch yeast and traditional
German malts and hops … but things aren’t always what they seem. With a quick sniff and a slight sip, you’re
greeted by a creamy mouthfeel and full body thanks to the addition of a unique German chit malt - the first hint that
this beer may be somewhat different. Hiding deeper behind that German disguise is the double dry-hopping of an
American Double IPA, with nearly 4 lbs. of German and American hops per barrel. It brings tropical flavors of
citrus, tangerine, mango, gooseberries and peach 12oz $7.5

Spring Draft Brews
#1 Carton The Hook ● 5.5%

ABV ● Pale Ale

It doesn’t matter what we brew as long as we mix wheat and citra. That makes us feel we’ll convey some juicy
notes or fruit impression. To confuse the issue we will add some pleasant yeast, from far away.
Plus some Vic Secret for good measure. No matter how much we resist the bend, some dry-hopping causes
our resolve to break because the hops bring us back. On that we can rely the hops bring us back $6.5

#2 Founders Blushing Monk ● 9.2% ABV ● Fruit
When our love of fruit and our love of beer come together, Blushing Monk happens. Brewed with
a ridiculous amount of raspberries for tart yet luscious raspberry-jam character and fermented
with Belgian yeast for subtle fruit and spice esters. Think of Blushing Monk as Rubaeus’ older
sibling – more intense, slightly larger and just a little bit more mature 12oz $8.5

#3Firestone Walker Mind Haze ● 6.2% ABV ● NEIPA
From the coast of California comes Mind Haze, a free-spirited beer made to elevate your perceptions—
juicy yet balanced, hazy yet lasting, and loaded with an imaginative array of tropical hop flavors.In the
words of Brewmaster Matt Brynildson, “Mind Haze offers the best of what you expect from a hazy IPA.
But we’re going about it a little differently, and that’s what gives Mind Haze its own unique signature.
We’re finally ready to do a hazy IPA the Firestone way.” $6.5

“Cool Stuff”
#1 Featured New Jersey Brewery: Alementary
New Jersey is now making some of the best beer in the country.
Visit us each week to see what new and exciting beer is on draft.

#2 New Belgium Mural ● 4% ABV ● Agua Fesca Cerveza
Two breweries, two countries, one goal: To brew a revolutionary new beer style in the spirit of
international collaboration. Meet Mural Agua Fresca Ale, an innovative new concept in craft beer that
merges the tradition of Mexico’s refreshing agua fresca drinks with the ingenuity and craftsmanship of
two breweries: New Belgium and Mexico City’s premiere craft brewery, Cervecería Primus. And it all
started with a trip to Tijuana.This agua fresca ale features hibiscus, agave, watermelon and lime for a
fresh, vibrant sip. Settling of sediment may occur as Mural is unfiltered in the agua fresca tradition $6.5

